CHAPTER  I
PUBLIC  OPINION  IN   1815
few phenomena in politics are more inexplicable than the
sudden passing of public opinion from its usual condition of
stagnant indifference to a frenzy of passionate excitement some
sudden crisis is apt to bring forth, with its swift relapse to the
placid inertia of yesterday.
The indifference of the great part of public opinion is, we
believe, the sole rational explanation of a series of rapid violent
upheavals in the political or religious history of any country.
Only the religious inertia of the mass, or at least its indifference
to the external and dogmatic forms about which small
minorities cared so much, made possible the kaleidoscopic
changes carried out in the English Church between 1530 and
1560, just as sudden outbursts of anti-Papalism prevented in
the next century the establishment of toleration. In the same
way the series of revolutionary changes in the political system
of France between 1789 and 1871 must remain a mystery if
we do not admit that the great mass cared little, and that each
change was due, not to a certain deep alteration of public
opinion, but to the ascendancy of one of the numerous active
minorities struggling with each other for the control of the
political machine.
The Revolution had seen two outbursts of comparatively
widespread enthusiasm: the first in July 1790, when the
aristocracy abandoned their privileges in a " night of verbose
intoxication," the second when, just two years later, the cry
of " the country in peril " was raised and a genuine wave of
patriotism helped the Committee of Public Safety in its task
of repelling the invader. The peril over, the enthusiasm died
down, and " indifferentisme " and " mod6rantisme " became once
more the real foes of the revolutionary spirit. The Directory
succeeded the Committee of Public Safety, and Bonaparte the
Directory, before a bored public opinion, which passively
suffered itself to be deprived of liberty after liberty, caring
nothing for these things as long as business was good and the

